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I am proud to announce that the year of 2018 marks the 25th Anniversary since I 
started to create, develop and implement seismic isolation technologies in 
Armenia.  

It has been a hard path indeed, but with God’s help and my persistence, I was able 
to successfully struggle my way through, overcome the conservatism, opposition 
and malice of state officials and of the so called "earthquake resistant 
construction experts". As a result, in the field of seismic isolation a small and 
developing country like Armenia now stands side by side with more powerful and 
advanced countries. Currently, by the number of seismic (base and roof) isolated 
buildings (more than 50) per capita Armenia is the second in the world after 
Japan. 
 
In this regard, the opinion of the well-known scientist Prof. Stavros 
Anagnostopoulos, expressed in his interview to the Journal of the Builders Union 
of Armenia – Architecture and Construction, #6(64) of June 2011, about the works 
performed by the author of this paper is presented: “Prof. Mikayel Melkumyan is a 
very well-known worldwide for his pioneering works on this technique, base 
isolation, which is probably the future of the earthquake protection. Prof. 
Melkumyan published a book with his contributions in  
earthquake engineering in Armenia and with all the  
pioneering works of base isolated buildings that he has designed here in Armenia.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Now, from my international experience I do not really know anyone else and anywhere else in the world who has made so many 
designs of base isolated buildings. In this respect, I think that Prof. Melkumyan has placed Armenia in one of the top countries in the 
world as far as application of base isolation is concerned. As the matter of fact, if you take into account the size of Armenia, I would 
imagine that maybe Armenia is in the top two to three countries where base isolation has been used so extensively. I can tell you 
now that among many people in the world who worked and carry our research on base isolation Mikayel is unique in the fact that 
he is not only doing research in base isolation but he applies it as an engineer and you cannot find that many people worldwide 
who combine this – generating the knowledge and also applying the knowledge; and I am in the unique position to appreciate the 
difficulties in taking some theoretical research results and apply them into practice and making them practically useful. This is 
where Mikayel has to be congratulated. I am sure that his book will be extremely useful not just in Armenia but worldwide in many 
countries because it is a combination of theory and practice, and most of the books that you will find in the literature on base 
isolation are mainly theoretical”. 

To commemorate this Anniversary, we have prepared posters (Table 1) describing our activities and achievements in the field 
of seismic isolation during the past 25 years. The information in the posters is given in Armenian, English and  
 
Russian. We have also compiled a booklet and published it for distribution in Armenia, as well as distributed it electronically 
among scientists and engineers across the world. And this is all what I could do on my personal means.  
 
It is worth noting one of the feedbacks received to the booklet from KPFF Portland Structural Dr. Jeff Diephuis, who wrote: 
“Congratulations! I hope that one day we begin to design with these systems in the USA as regularly as you do in Armenia. Keep up 
the good work”. 
  
Armenia is well-known as the only developing country where: “…the number of new applications of innovative anti-seismic 
techniques, especially seismic isolation, is particularly large…”. “Some other countries are beginning to follow the excellent example 
of Armenia (…where seismic isolators are locally manufactured also for foreign markets…)”; “…an existing bank building at 
Irkutsk-City in Russia, retrofitted by applying the technology invented by Prof. Melkumyan in Armenia…” (Martelli et al., 2001). 
Another opinion on Armenia’s achievements in seismic isolation expressed in (Garevski, 2010): “A greater success in application 
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of base isolation (with isolation of a large number of buildings) was achieved in Armenia where, in addition to placement of 
isolators in buildings, their production was also adopted”. In (Martelli et al., 2012) it is stated that: “Armenia… remains second, at 
worldwide level, for the number of applications of such devices per number of residents, in spite of the fact that it is stil l a 
developing country.”  
 
Thus, let me emphasize that in Armenia we have achieved significant results in the development and application of seismic 
isolation to a large number of buildings and in local manufacturing of about 5100 seismic isolation laminated rubber-steel 
bearings (SILRSBs). 
 
Table1. Posters describing activities and achievements in the field of seismic isolation in Armenia during the past 25 years 
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The second significant achievement is the retrofitting of existing buildings by base or roof isolation without interruption of the 
use of the buildings. Four buildings, namely, 5-story apartment, 3-story school, 8-story hospital and 5-story hotel were 
retrofitted by application of base isolation and two 9-story apartment buildings were retrofitted/protected by application of 
roof isolation systems. Figure 1 shows the letter sent by Director of Research Dr. C.S.L. Baker and Head of Engineering Research 
& Design Dr. K.N.G. Fuller of the UK based MALAYSIAN RUBBER PRODUCER’S RESEARCH ASSOCIATION to the first President of 
the Republic of Armenia Mr. Levon Ter-Petrosian with congratulations and recognition of the fact that the 5-story apartment 
building is the first building in the world retrofitted by this technology. The letter also mentioned that: “Wide use of the 
technique … offers great potential benefit to countries with a high seismic risk such as Armenia”.  
 
The reader can learn more details about this technology, as well as about roof isolation technology in (Melkumyan, 1996, 2011, 
2018). 
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Table1. Continued 

  
 

The next important achievement is the developed method of installation of SILRSBs by clusters in the seismic isolation 
interface. We started to extensively implement this method after 2003 by using in clusters small size rubber bearings instead of 
weighty large size single bearings. The advantages of this method are listed on the corresponding poster in Table 1. Many 
scientists and engineers who are carrying out their research and design works in the field of seismic isolation have already 
expressed their endorsement and support to the proposed new method. For example, Figure 2 presents the cover page of the 
book written by our Italian colleagues (Foti & Mongelly, 2011) and some information from the relevant chapter of this book. It 
must be underlined that this method is equally applicable in both construction of new buildings and retrofitting of existing 
buildings with seismic isolation systems.  
 
The reader can learn more details about this method in (Melkumyan et al., 2005, Melkumyan & Hovhannisyan, 2006, 
Melkumyan, 2013). 
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Table1. Continued 

  
 

Another substantial achievement is the development of several normative documents which allow to widely design and 
implement the seismic isolation systems in Armenia. These documents include the developed by me Chapter 10 – “Buildings 
and Structures with Seismic Isolation Systems”. This chapter is currently in force in the new edition of the Armenian Seismic 
Code RABC II-6.02-2006 adopted by the Government of Armenia. By my efforts and editing this Code was translated into 
English using the funds provided by the Armenian Association for Earthquake Engineering. Translated version is shown in the 
poster given in Table 1. 
 
Together with that I also developed two other normative documents, namely, the “Guidelines for Design and Construction of 
Buildings with Application of Laminated Rubber Steel Bearings” and the Standard of the Republic of Armenia HST 261-2007 
“Seismic Isolation Laminated Rubber Steel Bearing” (Fig. 3). They were adopted in 2007 by the Armenian Ministry of Urban 
Development. 
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Fig. 1. The letter from “The Malaysian Rubber Producer’s Research Association” addressed to the first President of the 
Republic of Armenia recognizing uniqueness of the project on retrofitting by base isolation of the apartment building in 

Vanadzor 
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Fig.2. Example showing recognition of the proposed method on installation of small size SILRSBs by clusters in seismic 
isolation interface instead of weighty large size single bearings 

 
In his opinion sent to the All Armenian Fund for the Award of the President of the Republic of Armenia on February 14-th, 2001 
Prof. James Kelly, whom I consider as the pro-father of the modern seismic isolation, declares the following: “Dr. Mikayel 
Melkumyan, is a well-known specialist in the field of earthquake engineering. As a scientist and engineer he has an extraordinary 
capacity in identifying, stating and solving scientific/engineering problems. His professional skills go beyond theoretical 
boundaries and he is notable for this ability to apply and implement the scientific solutions in the practice of earthquake-resistant 
construction. 
 
Dr. Melkumyan’s activities are well recognized in many countries. He is a member of many scientific Associations and Centers and 
in some of them he has leading positions. He has developed new technologies for upgrading the earthquake resistance of existing 
buildings without interrupting their functioning. These technologies are already implemented and represent a significant step 
forward in the field of earthquake engineering.  
 
Significance of his works is represented by large-scale implementation of base isolation and other advanced technologies in 
construction practice. The most important thing is that under the leadership of Dr. Melkumyan, the seismic isolation system and 
the isolators themselves were designed, produced and tested locally. It is also significant that these structures are much less 
expensive than conventional buildings. All these factors create a good basis for further implementation of base isolation in 
Armenia”. 
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Fig. 3.  Normative documents: the “Guidelines for Design and Construction of Buildings with Application of Laminated 
Rubber Steel Bearings” (a), and the Standard of the Republic of Armenia HST 261-2007 “Seismic Isolation Laminated 

Rubber Steel Bearing” (b) 
 
I hope that sharing this information to my colleagues across the world will give them a better sense about and appreciation of 
what has been done so far in my country in the field of seismic isolation. 
 
Despite many difficulties and enormous resistance, I remain committed to actively continuing my endeavors in further 
advancing technologies that save lives. 
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